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	If you are preparing for any version of the TOEFL, you are not alone. Almost a million people all over the world took the TOEFL last year. A high score on this test is an essential step in being admitted to graduate or undergraduate programs at almost all colleges and universities in North America. But preparing for this test can be a difficult, often frustrating experience.


	Peterson's Master TOEFL Reading Skills, used as a self-tutor, will help you improve your reading skills. You'll find:


	•Top 10 Strategies to Raise Your Score gives you test-taking strategies.


	•Part I provides a "mini" diagnostic test to determine your strengths and weaknesses.


	•Part II provides the basic reading comprehension review. The reading passages progress from relatively simple to relatively difficult as you continue through the book. Various skills, such as finding the main idea and supporting details, are reviewed.


	•Part III includes three additional practice reading tests. They will show you how well you have mastered the reading skills presented in this book.
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Java Web ServicesO'Reilly, 2002
Java Web Services shows you how to use SOAP to perform remote method calls and message
passing; how to use WSDL to describe the interface to a web service or understand
the interface of someone else's service; and how to use UDDI to advertise (publish) and look
up services in each local or global registry. Java Web Services also...
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Advances in Multimedia Information Processing - PCM 2005: 6th Pacific Rim Conference on Multimedia, Jeju Island, Korea, November 11-13, 2005Springer, 2005


	We are delighted to welcome readers to the proceedings of the 6th Pacific-Rim

	Conference on Multimedia (PCM). The first PCM was held in Sydney, Australia, in

	2000. Since then, it has been hosted successfully by Beijing, China, in 2001, Hsinchu,

	Taiwan, in 2002, Singapore in 2003, and Tokyo, Japan, in 2004, and finally Jeju, one...
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The Little Black Book of Project ManagementAMACOM, 2009
For nearly twenty years, "The Little Black Book of Project Management" has provided businesspeople everywhere with a quick and effective introduction to project management tools and methodology. The revised and updated third edition reflects the newest techniques, the latest project management software, as well as the most recent changes...
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SEO WarriorO'Reilly, 2009
I was compelled to write SEO Warrior for many reasons. Every day, thousands of sites are born in the hopes of making it big. Most of them will fail before achieving their goals. Many site owners create their sites blindly, without conducting proper research. Many site owners do not even know what search engine optimization (SEO) is and what its...
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Algorithms and Computation: 11th International Conference, ISAAC 2000, Taipei, TaiwanSpringer, 2001


	The papers in this volume were selected for presentation at the Eleventh Annual

	International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation (ISAAC 2000), held

	on 18{20 December, 2000 at the Institute of Information Science, Academia

	Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan. Previous meetings were held in Tokyo (1990), Taipei

	(1991), Nagoya (1992),...
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Barcodes with iOS: Bringing together the digital and physical worldsManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		Barcodes with iOS is the first and only book that comprehensively addresses barcode technology for the iOS developer. It offers an introduction to commonly used formats, such as ISBN and UPC codes, and provides real-world examples that teach you how to integrate code scanning and generation into...
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